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Contains a listing of words, phrases and passages echoing or quoted from the King James Version of the Bible in the
poems of Emily Dickinson.
Nigeria, the United States’ most important strategic partner in West Africa, is in grave trouble. While Nigerians often
claim they are masters of dancing on the brink without falling off, the disastrous administration of President Goodluck
Jonathan, the radical Islamic insurrection Boko Haram, and escalating violence in the delta and the north may finally
provide the impetus that pushes it into the abyss of state failure. In this thoroughly updated edition, John Campbell
explores Nigeria’s post-colonial history and presents a nuanced explanation of the events and conditions that have
carried this complex, dynamic, and very troubled giant to the edge. Central to his analysis are the oil wealth, endemic
corruption, and elite competition that have undermined Nigeria’s nascent democratic institutions and alienated an
increasingly impoverished population. However, state failure is not inevitable, nor is it in the interest of the United States.
Campbell provides concrete new policy options that would not only allow the United States to help Nigeria avoid state
failure but also to play a positive role in Nigeria’s political, social, and economic development.
The Rough Guide to True Crime tells the stories of criminal acts ranging from the absurd to the appalling, using a light
touch with the former and illuminating the psychology in play behind the crimes. A compilation of crime's greatest hits,
preposterous occurrences and heinous acts, the Rough Guide to True Crime will satisfy the armchair voyeur and
amateur criminologist alike.
Take an excursion through the weird, the wry, and the wonderful idiosyncrasies that comprise the Big D. From the
Playboy Marfa bunny-with-a-muscle-car sculpture, to the ceaseless failed attempts to navigate the Trinity River, to the
invention of the computer chip and German chocolate cake, Dallas is the birthplace of the whimsical, the wistful, and the
profound. Secret Dallas answers questions about Big D you never knew you had, catapulting you through a portfolio of
little-known but fascinating people, places, episodes, and artifacts. Think of it as a scavenger hunt travelogue, providing
insights into hidden rhinestones and diamonds in the caliche. Secret Dallas is a riveting excursion into the city's odds and
ends, where the rare and the phenomenal express the big, the bold, and the brash in everyone.
From the investment experts at Weiss Research, the ultimate guide to preparing for and profiting during a disaster of any
kind Life is unpredictable. Economic and natural disasters can happen anytime and anywhere. The Ultimate Suburban
Survivalist Guide: The Smartest Money Moves to Prepare for Any Crisis describes the simple things people can do today
to prepare for anything and everything that life might throw at them tomorrow. It also offers comprehensive advice on how
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to profit during a market collapse, energy crisis, or natural disaster. The guide Explains how to invest in today's new,
more turbulent financial landscape Reveals what can be used as money should the dollar lose its value How to cut home
energy costs, and why it's prudent to stock up on supplies in preparation for natural disasters Panicking during a disaster
won't solve anything. Be prepared for any number of potential economic calamities and natural disasters with The
Ultimate Suburban Survivalist Guide.
An editor-in-chief of Men's Health magazine counsels women on every stage of a relationship with a man, sharing
intimate coverage of male psychology, from the reasons behind infidelity and the secret truths about a man's sexuality to
the male code of silence that challenges open communication. Reprint.
In this third edition, Vault profiles the top law firms in the Chicago and Midwest markets. Eighty-one firms are covered in
in-depth profiles in which associates at the region's most prestigious firms reveal the inside scoop on firm culture, hours,
hiring process, training, offices, compensation and diversity. Whether you're a law student or an experienced attorney,
this guide gives you access to the best information on the region's top firms.
• Bill Phillips is a renowned security expert and bestselling McGraw-Hill author • Ten to twenty thousand individuals take
security-related exams each year
The immense, global transportation and logistics sector is vital to businesses of all types. This carefully-researched book
covers exciting trends in supply chain and logistics management, transportation, just in time delivery, warehousing,
distribution, intermodal shipment systems, logistics services, purchasing and advanced technologies such as RFID. This
reference tool includes thorough market analysis as well as our highly respected trends analysis. You'll find a complete
overview, industry analysis and market research report in one superb, value-priced package. It contains thousands of
contacts for business and industry leaders, industry associations, Internet sites and other resources.This book also
includes statistical tables, an industry glossary and thorough indexes. The corporate profiles section of the book includes
our proprietary, in-depth profiles of nearly 500 leading companies in all facets of the transportation and logistics industry.
Here you'll find complete profiles of the hot companies that are making news today, the largest, most successful
corporations in the business. Purchasers of either the book or PDF version can receive a free copy of the company
profiles database on CD-ROM, enabling key word search and export of key information, addresses, phone numbers and
executive names with titles for every company profiled.
The selection of air pollution control apparatus can be a daunting task even for experienced pollution control
professionals. The Air Pollution Control Equipment Selection Guide eases the burden by providing extensive information
on the best equipment available for any air pollution control problem. Instead of endorsing one technology over another,
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the author provides general information so that you can decide on the proper technology to use for any given application.
The book offers ample introductory information including a helpful "Air Pollution 101" chapter that reviews the basics of
air pollution control. The text is divided into sections that are organized by the primary technology employed, i.e.,
Quenching, Cooling, Particulate Removal, Gas Absorption, etc. This structure enables you to jump from section to
section and quickly compare technologies. Each section defines the type of gas cleaning device, the basic physical
forces used in it, its common sizes, and its most common uses. Many air pollution control problems are not solved with
one type of device, but through using a variety of designs synergistically. To make this task easier, the author includes
sections on each of these devices and notes where they are commonly used in concert with other equipment. Wherever
possible, the text includes current photographs or drawings of typical equipment within that device type. Written in an
easy to read style, Air Pollution Control Equipment Selection Guide serves as a technologically accurate reference that
will facilitate the selection of air pollution control equipment for any operation.
The thesis describes the development of receiver technologies for sub-millimetre astronomy instruments, focusing on
high performance coherent cryogenic detectors operating close to the superconductor gap frequency. The mixer chip
which comprises the SIS devices, fed by a unilateral finline and matching planar circuits was fabricated on 15 micron
silicon substrate using the recently developed Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) technology. This offered broadband IF and RF
performance, with fully integrated on-chip planar circuits resulting in an easily reproducible mixer chip and a simple mixer
block. An important consequence of this design is that it can be extended to the supra-THz region and making the
fabrication of multi-pixel heterodyne arrays feasible. The extension of the operation of major telescopes such as ALMA,
APEX and the GLT from single pixel to large format arrays is the subject of extensive research at present time since it will
allow fast mapping combined with high resolution of the submillimetre sky. The technology described in this thesis makes
a major contribution to this effort.
On a freezing night in January 1993, masked gunmen walked through the laughably lax security at the Rochester Brink's
depot, tied up the guards, and unhurriedly made off with $7.4 million in one of the FBI's top-five armored car heists in
history. Suspicion quickly fell on a retired Rochester cop working security for Brinks at the time-as well it might. Officer
Tom O'Connor had been previously suspected of everything from robbery to murder to complicity with the IRA. One exIRA soldier in particular was indebted to O'Connor for smuggling him and his girlfriend into the United States, and when
he was caught in New York City with $2 million in cash from the Brink's heist, prosecutors were certain they finally had
enough to nail O'Connor. But they were wrong. In Seven Million, the reporter Gary Craig meticulously unwinds the long
skein of leads, half-truths, false starts, and dead ends, taking us from the grim solitary pens of Northern Ireland's Long
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Kesh prison to the illegal poker rooms of Manhattan to the cold lakeshore on the Canadian border where the body parts
began washing up. The story is populated by a colorful cast of characters, including cops and FBI agents, prison
snitches, a radical priest of the Melkite order who ran a home for troubled teenagers on the Lower East Side of
Manhattan, and the IRA rebel who'd spent long years jailed in one of Northern Ireland's most brutal prisons and who was
living underground in New York posing as a comics dealer. Finally, Craig investigates the strange, sad fate of Ronnie
Gibbons, a down-and-out boxer and muscle-for-hire in illegal New York City card rooms, who was in on the early
planning of the heist, and who disappeared one day in 1995 after an ill-advised trip to Rochester to see some men about
getting what he felt he was owed. Instead, he got was what was coming to him. Seven Million is a meticulous re-creation
of a complicated heist executed by a variegated and unsavory crew, and of its many repercussions. Some of the
suspects are now dead, some went to jail; none of them are talking about the robbery or what really happened to Ronnie
Gibbons. And the money? Only a fraction was recovered, meaning that most of the $7 million is still out there
somewhere.
Concepts lie at the core of social science theory and methodology. They provide substance to theories; they form the basis of measurement;
they influence the selection of cases. Social Science Concepts: A Users Guide explores alternative means of concept construction and their
impact on the role of concepts in measurement, case selection, and theories. While there exists a plethora of books on measurement,
scaling, and the like, there are virtually no books devoted to the construction and analysis of concepts and their role in the research
enterprise. Social Science Concepts: A Users Guide provides detailed and practical advice on the construction and use of social science
concepts; a Web site provides classroom exercises. It uses a wide range of examples from political science and sociology such as revolution,
welfare state, international disputes and war, and democracy to illustrate the theoretical and practical issues of concept construction and use.
It explores the means of constructing complex, multilevel, and multidimensional concepts. In particular, it examines the classic necessary and
sufficient condition approach to concept building and contrasts it with the family resemblance approach. The consequences of valid concept
construction are explored in both qualitative and quantitative analyses. Social Science Concepts: A Users Guide will prove an indispensable
guide for graduate students and scholars in the social sciences. More broadly, it will appeal to scholars in any field who wish to think more
carefully about the concepts used to create theories and research designs. For Course Use: Social Science Concepts: A Users Guide has
been written with classroom use in mind. Many of the chapters have been successfully taught at the Annual Training Institute on Qualitative
Research Methods which is sponsored by the Consortium on Qualitative Research Methods. Feedback from those experiences has been
incorporated into the text. Each chapter provides useful, practical, and detailed advice on how to construct, evaluate, and use concepts. To
make the volume more useful, an extensive set of classroom exercises is available from the author's Web page at
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~ggoertz/social_science_concepts.html. These include questions about prominent published work on concepts,
measures, and case selection; in addition there are logic exercises and questions regarding large-N applications.
Summary Real-World Machine Learning is a practical guide designed to teach working developers the art of ML project execution. Without
overdosing you on academic theory and complex mathematics, it introduces the day-to-day practice of machine learning, preparing you to
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successfully build and deploy powerful ML systems. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About the Technology Machine learning systems help you find valuable insights and patterns in data, which you'd
never recognize with traditional methods. In the real world, ML techniques give you a way to identify trends, forecast behavior, and make factbased recommendations. It's a hot and growing field, and up-to-speed ML developers are in demand. About the Book Real-World Machine
Learning will teach you the concepts and techniques you need to be a successful machine learning practitioner without overdosing you on
abstract theory and complex mathematics. By working through immediately relevant examples in Python, you'll build skills in data acquisition
and modeling, classification, and regression. You'll also explore the most important tasks like model validation, optimization, scalability, and
real-time streaming. When you're done, you'll be ready to successfully build, deploy, and maintain your own powerful ML systems. What's
Inside Predicting future behavior Performance evaluation and optimization Analyzing sentiment and making recommendations About the
Reader No prior machine learning experience assumed. Readers should know Python. About the Authors Henrik Brink, Joseph Richards and
Mark Fetherolf are experienced data scientists engaged in the daily practice of machine learning. Table of Contents PART 1: THE MACHINELEARNING WORKFLOW What is machine learning? Real-world data Modeling and prediction Model evaluation and optimization Basic
feature engineering PART 2: PRACTICAL APPLICATION Example: NYC taxi data Advanced feature engineering Advanced NLP example:
movie review sentiment Scaling machine-learning workflows Example: digital display advertising
Your in-depth guide to the very best of Boston. Make the most of your trip to this beautiful destination with our DK Eyewitness Travel Guide.
Packed with insider tips to make your trip a success, you'll find a guide to Boston's stunning architecture and its scenic drives that let you
experience the best hotels, bars, and shops that the city has to offer. Try local delicacies at fantastic restaurants, bars, and clubs, and enjoy
the great views in spots that will take your breath away. We have the best hotels for every budget, plus fun activities for the solitary traveler or
for families and children visiting Boston. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Boston: + Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination
highlights at a glance. + Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. + Floor plans and guided visitor information for major museums.
+ Guided walking tours, local drink and dining specialties to try, things to do, and places to eat, drink, and shop by area. + Area maps marked
with sights. + Detailed city maps include street finder indexes for easy navigation. + Insights into history and culture to help you understand
the stories behind the sights. + Hotel and restaurant listings highlight DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color
photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Boston truly shows you
these places as no one else can. Recommended: For a pocket guidebook to Boston, check out DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Boston,
which is packed with dozens of top 10 lists, ensuring you make the most of your time and experience the best of everything.
Whether you are planning to design and install a system yourself, or work with professionals, this book is a valuable tool in securing your
home. . .offers coverage of home offices, provides interviews with security experts, and offers many recommendations on security systems.
A complete background to concepts and principles of behavioral genetics, Neurobehavioral Genetics: Methods and Applications, Second
Edition features a broad spectrum of the most current techniques in neurobehavioral genetics in a single source. International researchers
incorporate several new developments in the field, including: De
Revisit your favorites, find something new, or play your way through this light-hearted guide to the most celebrated and iconic arcade,
console, and computer games from the 1950s to the 2000s. An accessible, informative look at the history and evolution some of the most
popular and iconic video games from their early beginnings up to the 2000s. Author Melissa Brinks explores each influential game and its
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impact on they would have on the games that would follow, with brief, engaging profiles and surprising trivia that is perfect for fans of all
levels. From the groundbreaking games of the 1950s to the genre-defining games of the 60s and 70s to the modern classics of the 1990s and
early 2000s, The Little Book of Video Games includes games from a wide variety of genres and consoles including (but not limited to): Pong,
Spacewar!, Adventure, Pac-Man, Rogue, Donkey Kong, Galaga, Dragon's Lair, Tetris, Super Mario Bros., The Oregon Trail, Castlevania,
Legend of Zelda, Final Fantasy, Mega Man, SimCity, Mother, Mortal Kombat, Myst, Doom, Warcraft, Diablo, Tomb Raider, Pokémon,
Tamagotchi, GoldenEye 007, Ultima Online, Metal Gear Solid, Dance Dance Revolution, Half-Life, Silent Hill, The Sims, and more. Now you
can learn, share, and enjoy your favorite classic video games without having to press a power button!

The Regulation Volume of the Wiley CPA Examination Study Guides arms readers with detailed outlines and study
guidelines, plus skill-building problems and solutions, that help the CPA candidates identify, focus on, and master the
specific topics that need the most work. Many of the practice questions are taken from previous exams, and care was
taken to ensure that they cover all the information candidates need to master in order to pass the new computerized
Uniform CPA Examination
Bestselling and controversial memoir of the most daring robbery in American history. "Security guards told the police that
they were surprised by assailants who had somehow evaded the sophisticated security system. They could not say how
many robbers there were...it appears to be one of the biggest robberies in U.S. history." New York Times, front page.
The Wiley CPAexcel Study Guides have helped over a half million candidates pass the CPA Exam. This volume contains
all current AICPA content requirements in Regulation (REG). The comprehensive four-volume paperback set (AUD, BEC,
FAR, REG) reviews all four parts of the CPA Exam. With 3,800 multiple-choice questions. The CPA study guides provide
the detailed information candidates need to master or reinforce tough topic areas. The content is separated into 48
modules. Unique modular format—helps candidates zero in on areas that need work, organize their study program, and
concentrate their efforts. Comprehensive questions—over 3,800 multiple-choice questions and their solutions in the
complete set (AUD, BEC, FAR, REG). Guidelines, pointers, and tips show how to build knowledge in a logical and
reinforcing way. Arms test-takers with detailed text explanations and skill-building problems to help candidates identify,
focus on, and master the specific topics that may need additional reinforcement. Available in print format.
Historically, the discovery of tools, or evidence that tools have been used, has been taken as proof of human activity;
certainly the invention and spread of new tools has been a critical marker of human progress and has increased our
ability to observe, measure, and understand the physical world. In astronomy the tools are telescopes and the optical and
electronic instruments that support them. The use of the telescope by Galileo marked the beginning of a new and
productive way to study and understand the universe in which we live. The effects of this new tool on what we can see,
and how we see ourselves, are well known. However, after almost four centuries of developing ever more sensitive and
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subtle instruments as tools for astronomy, it might have been expected that only a few minor improvements would remain
to be made, or that possibly the law of diminishing returns would have taken effect. On the contrary, the new instruments
and ideas for new instruments described in this book make it clear that the rate of progress has not diminished, and that
this subject is still as exciting and productive as ever. Instrumentation for Ground-Based Optical Astronomy was chosen
as the theme for the Ninth Santa Cruz Summer Workshop in Astronomy and Astrophysics.
The Rough Guide to Crete is the most in-depth and reliable guide to one of Europe's most beautiful islands. With
thorough coverage of everything from big sights such as the Samariá Gorge and Knossós to tiny mountain hamlets and
idyllic, unspoilt coves, The Rough Guide to Crete will ensure you make the most of your time on the island. Whether you
want to explore Crete's archeological wonders, laze on the rose-tinted sands of Elafonísi beach, take a scenic drive
through the Lasithí plateau or sample the island's wines, The Rough Guide to Crete has all the information you'll need.
Discover the highlights of Crete with stunning photography, detailed maps and inspiring itineraries, and rely on our in-theknow reviews on the best places to stay, eat and drink. Make the most of your trip with The Rough Guide to Crete.
Kos is one of the most popular Greek islands. With its volcanic landscape, stunning sandy beaches, great water sports
facilities, Hellenic and Roman sites and hot summer days, this island is a holidaymakers' paradise. Be inspired to visit by
the brand new Berlitz Pocket Guide Kos, a concise, full-colour guide to the island that combines lively text with vivid
photography to highlight the best that Kos has to offer. Inside Insight Pocket Guide Kos: Where To Go takes you from
Kos Town around the island, starting with Platni and the nearby Asklepion, then continuing around the coastline before
forays into the interior. Finally there are excursions to smaller nearby islands including Nsyros, Klymnos, Lros and
Bodrum in Turkey. Top 10 Attractions gives a run-down of the best sights to take in on your trip, including the Agou
Ionnou Theolgou monastery, the floor mosaics at Casa Romana and 'Magic' Beach, the best of many on Kos's south
coast. Perfect Tour provides an itinerary for a 10-day tour of the island. What To Do is a snapshot of ways to spend your
spare time, from beaches to watersports and shopping, plus nightlife. Essential information on Kos' culture, including a
brief history of the island. Eating Out covers the island's best cuisine. Curated listings of the best hotels and restaurants.
A-Z of all the practical information you'll need.
With The Rough Guide to Crete discover the highlights of one of the most beautiful and hospitable islands, with stunning photography,
detailed, colour-coded maps, suggested itineraries and more listings and reviews than ever before. You'll find detailed practical advice on the
best places to stay, eat and drink, accounts of all the best hikes and outdoor activities, lively reviews of the island's laid-back coastal resorts
and full, expert accounts of the ancient archaeological sites. The Rough Guide to Crete will be your trusted companion in helping you explore
this multifaceted island. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Crete. Now available in ePub format.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Boston will lead you straight to the best attractions Boston has to offer. You'll find detailed background
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information on the best things to do in Boston, from visiting historic Harvard University and taking one of many walking tours to watching a
Boston Red Sox game. This best-selling travel guide is packed with beautiful cutaways and floor plans of all Boston's major sights, as well as
3-D aerial views of its most interesting districts. Features include the itinerary planner, Four Great Days Out in Boston, Street Finder mapping
throughout, and useful transportation information. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Boston is fully updated and expanded with dozens of reviews
for hotels in Boston, recommended restaurants, and tips for shopping, entertainment, and where to go for a beer at the end of the day. Don't
miss a thing on your vacation with the DK Eyewitness Travel guidebook to Boston.
Today's internal auditor is responsible for creating higher standards of professional conduct and for greater protection against inefficiency,
misconduct, illegal activity, and fraud. Now completely revised and updated, Brink's Modern Internal Auditing, Seventh Edition is a
comprehensive resource and reference book on the changing world of internal auditing, including new coverage of the role of the auditor and
internal control. An invaluable resource for both the new and seasoned internal auditor, the Seventh Edition provides auditors with the body of
knowledge needed in order to be effective.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Boston will lead you straight to the best attractions Boston has to offer, with over 500 detailed maps,
illustrations, and color photographs. You'll find detailed background information on the best things to do in Boston, from visiting the historical
Harvard University and taking one of many historical walks to watching the Boston Red Sox play. This best-selling travel guide is packed with
beautiful cutaways and floor plans of all Boston's major sights, as well as 3D aerial views of its most interesting districts. Features include
everything from a section on Four Great Days Out in Boston to where to go for a beer at the end of the day, with enlarged and enhanced
Street Finder mapping throughout. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Boston is fully updated and expanded with dozens of reviews for hotels in
Boston, recommended restaurants and tips for shopping and entertainment. Don't miss a thing on your vacation with the DK Eyewitness
Travel guidebook to Boston.
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